from The Great Practice

Crossing of threads as sexual union. The
crossing of plants and animals. The sexual
symbolism of the cross. The joining together
of a pipe bowl and a pipe stem. In spite of the
efforts of more enlightened souls, it will be
another generation before we can begin to
understand that the real nature of sex has nothing
to do with the physical world at all but is the
reflection of emotional and mental energies which are in turn the reflection of still more
complex energies. From the daughter of the
sea and Uranus to the daughter of Dione and
Zeus. As Eros was the child of Night
and the Wind. The Four Children of Horus
spring to life from the back of a serpent when
they hear the voice of Afu-Ra.

The fig-wood penis of Dionysus. The dog rose
gives birth to itself. Parjanya, god of thunder,
was the father of Soma. The cow as metaphor
for Soma. Goddess of the eastern sky, cow of
the western mountain. Dionysus of the Black
Goatskin. As Plutarch claimed the Jewish Sabbath

related to the festival of Dionysus, and that
the Jews abstained from pork because their Lord
Dionysus was killed by a boar. Plutarch's
daughter, Asclepigenia, preserved the knowledge
of the rituals and the whole theurgic science.

Book of the mistress of the hidden temple.
As Pope Gregory the Great burned the library
of the Palantine Apollo. Some say St.
Francis was initiated by Sufis in the Holy
Land. The idea Homer was Egyptian, that
Alexander the Great was the bastard son of
Pharaoh Nectanebus. Erinna was considered
Homer's equal.

*

The function of shelter and preservation,
which was incumbent on women and which
in general led to the creation of the "dwelling,"
was embodied in the activities of plaiting,
weaving, binding, and knotting required for
the fashioning of mat and screen, the original
instruments of shelter.

Was cannabis the first cultivated
plant? Terracotta warriors were

given hemp-soled shoes. As
Anthony is the patron saint of workers
in hemp. As Anthony is said to
protect against fire, epilepsy and
infection. Hemp cultivation began in
Virginia in 1611. The printing press
was prohibited in Virginia from 1683
to 1729. Milton's nephew published
one of the first dictionaries in 1658.
Dictionaries lock a language into a fixed
form.

Information so sacred it cannot
be committed to paper; it must
be communicated orally. A
Pawnee father sacrifices his son
and supernatural animals bring him
back to life to deliver secrets
and messages from the Great Spirit.
Places of sacredness, holy in and
of themselves. Pan's defunct
oracle at Acacesium. Altars
are never abandoned. As
cairns contain the essence
of the builder. The shrine of
Pa-Sag helped travelers make decisions
about their journey through the desert.

Min, Pan of the Desert. Panther,
Beast of Pan.

As Paul put Demetrius on trial
for consulting the oracle at Abydos.
Language as organ of perception. Was
Hammurabi the first literate king?
Writing was invented well before the
dominator era. The 19 bursts of
Starseed Transmissions. The sea's
duet with the rocks. The river is
a text. The plants have their
own message.

